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ABSTRACT

For the majority of complex systems a satisfactory analysis
is highly impractical� or even impossible at the current tech�
nological level� In this paper we employ a new methodology�
called light analysis� to deal with such systems� Light anal�
ysis consists of extracting from a complex system a �light�
version� which is structurally simpler� This way� in order
to analyze a complex system one can e�ectively analyze its
simpler light version� We report on successful practical ap�
plications of the method to the analysis of systems that are
out of the scope of all the current techniques�

� INTRODUCTION

For many systems� the lack of automatic or semi�automatic
veri�cation tools is becoming a serious problem� since the
analysis of the correctness with respect to a requirement can
turn out to be extremely expensive� In this paper� we try
to solve this problem by introducing a methodology� called
light analysis� tailored for the veri�cation of complex sys�
tems w�r�t� a requirement � The idea is to focus only on a
restricted subclass of �simple� system� i�e� systems for which
the veri�cation of the requirement is feasible� Then� one
extracts from every complex system a �light� version of it�
which belongs to the class of simple systems �and can there�
fore be analyzed	� The light version is a kind of lossy ap�
proximation of the original system� built in such a way that
if it satis�es the requirement� then the original system sat�
is�es the requirement as well� This way� in order to analyze
a complex system using light analysis one can just analyze
its simpler light version�

In this paper we illustrate the basic concepts of the light
analysis methodology� and report on successful practical ap�
plications of light analysis� The �st class of complex sys�
tems we will consider is that of conditional term rewriting
systems� These systems are a perfect candidate for light
analysis since
 �	 they are of primary importance� being the
basic paradigm on which algebraic speci�cations� functional

programming and narrowing rely� �	 there are practically no
tools for their veri�cation w�r�t� fundamental requirements
like termination� 	 there is a �simple� subclass �that of term
rewriting systems	� for which many tools and criteria for
veri�cation have been developed�

Thus� we will illustrate the main features and perfor�
mances of a system for the light analysis of conditional term
rewriting systems� Along the way� this speci�c exposition
will also give the chance to contemporarily present and mo�
tivate some features that should be in general proper of a
system for light analysis�

Next� we report on another more recent applications of
light analysis� namely the study of Java programs
 using
light analysis we have been able to analyze Java programs
with respect to various crucial liveness properties �like e�g�
deadlock�freedom� absence of starvation� responsiveness	� al�
though at an early development stage� this system has al�
ready proved its utility in a variety of concrete applications�

We also show how the light analysis methodology has
some nice applications in the �eld of impact analysis� since
it can be used to de�ne the �robustness� of a system�

The paper is organized as follows�
In the �rst section� we present some general guidelines

that every light analysis should follow� The next section
presents the main features of the light analysis system de�
veloped for conditional term rewriting systems� A separate
section reports on the e�ective performances of the system�
We then report on the other important practical application
of light analysis to the study of liveness properties for Java
programs� Next� we illustrate how light analysis can be suc�
cessfully employed for impact analysis� Finally� we end with
a discussion of the scope of light analysis�

� GUIDELINES

The methodology of light analysis must obey some general
guidelines� The basic ingredients for light analysis are a
class of complex systems C� a requirement R that has to be
tested�� and a subclass S of C which is the considered class
of �simple� systems� In order to perform the light analysis of
C into S w�r�t� R one needs a lightening L that obeys the
following guidelines� The �rst two conditions are compul�
sory

�� L is a mapping from C to S�
�� For every P � L� we have L�P 	 � R� P � R �this
expresses the fact that� in order to verify if a system P in

�In the following� we will use the set�like notation �P � R� to
indicate that a system P satis�es the requirement R�



C satis�es the requirement R� we can verify if the simpler
system L�P 	 satis�es it	�

The other guidelines are� theoretically� not strictly nec�
essary� but they strongly contribute to the practical success
of light analysis


�� This condition is essential in the analysis of large and
complex systems built in a modular way
 L should respect
the modular structure of a system� That is to say� for every
operator modular composition operator M available in the
systems� L�M�P�� � � � � Pn		 � M�L�P�	� � � � �L�Pn		� This
means that all the information on the modular structure
of a program is retained �and so L can act separately on
each program submodule	� This way� the analysis of the
simple system obtained via L can resort on the modular
information of the original system�
�� L should respect simple structures� that is L�P 	 � P
if P � S� This condition expresses the fact that if we
have already a simple system P � then it doesn�t need to
be �lightened� any more� Besides intuitively rather natural�
this condition helps to maintain readable the obtained light�
ened code� since it ensures that only the complex parts of
a system are really modi�ed� while the simple parts are left
untouched�
�� L should be �reasonably e�cient�� This is� of course�
a subjective condition� For instance� if the transformation
L is computationally too expensive �e�g� it has exponential
time complexity	 it is rather di�cult that it can be of some
practical use� The same happens if the obtained lightened
system is extremely long with respect to the original one�
Thus� a minimal rationale for this condition to be satis�ed
is for instance


a� L has polynomial complexity�

b� for a reasonable metric � of the size of the programs�
like Lines of Code �LOC	� or Program Volume �V	
etc�� we have that L increases linearly� that is to say
��L�P 		 � k � ��P 	 �and k is preferably small	� For
example� if � �V and k � � then the volume of a
program can at most duplicate when L is applied�

�� L should be �reasonably powerful�� In view of its ap�
proximation character� it may happen that light analysis is
not successful in the ���� of the cases
 that is to say� there
may be a complex system P which satis�es R� but such that
its light version L�P 	 does not� Saying that L is �reason�
ably powerful� means that the probability of success of light
analysis should be adequate to the user�s needs� An approx�
imate measure of this success can be computed for instance
by selecting some sample systems satisfying R� and com�
puting the ratio between how many of these have a light
version satisfying R �viz� they can be proven to satisfy R
using light analysis	� and the total number of these systems�
We call such measure a power estimation ratio �p�e�r�	 of
L� Therefore� a power estimation ratio of ��� indicates that�
roughly� out of ten systems satisfying R� four can be proven
to satisfy R using light analysis� Of course� the p�e�r� can
be calculated�updated �on the �y� during the use of L� this
way giving a better and better approximation of the power
of the light analysis� Whether a power estimation ratio is
satisfactory or not depends of course on the user�s need� For
some very complex systems� where the analysis is extremely
heavy or impossible� even a low p�e�r� can lead to consider
a lightening to be �reasonably powerful�� One should also
be aware that the p�e�r� is a parameter that should re�ect
the actual chance of success of L
 it can be the case that al�
though a transformation has a certain �abstract� p�e�r� �e�g�

obtained by random testing	� the e�ective p�e�r� on the class
of systems the user�s need is substantially di�erent�

A limiting case of light analysis occurs when the light�
ening always preserves the requirement R� that is to say
every possible calculation of the power estimation ratio re�
turns one as a result� Equivalently� this means that the �rst
condition can be strengthened into L�P 	 � R � P � R�
i�e� a system satis�es the requirement if and only if its light
version satis�es it� We call such a lightening complete� Note
that complete lightenings are often used in practice� when
R is the functional requirement �i�e� a functional speci�ca�
tion of the program	� Thus� completeness of L equals to
say that the obtained light program calculates exactly the
same things as the original one� Such complete lightenings
are often used in the development and testing of complex
systems� for instance to compile a program into a subkernel
�e�g� operating systems	� or even in the prototyping phase�
where modules of the systems can be written in a high level
executable speci�cation� and tested using a complete light�
ening �cf� ����	� Other concepts that �ts into the framework
of �complete lightening� are program development by trans�
formation ���� ���� abstract virtual machines �cf� ���	� macro
expansion� or some operations of software maintenance �see
e�g� the cleaning process after restructuring described in ���	�
In this paper we will not consider this limiting case� but in�
stead focus on non complete lightenings� that is to say when
light analysis really performs an approximation of a complex
system� producing a �light� system which may not be func�
tionally equivalent to the original one� This is indeed the
key motivation of light analysis
 not being forced to trans�
late all the features of the system� the analysis of the light
system can be made easier and more e�ective�

� PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS

Conditional Term Rewriting Systems �CTRSs for short� cf�
����	 are a perfect example of important paradigm for which
there are no veri�cation tools� On the one hand� CTRSs
are of great importance� both in software implementation
and speci�cation� For instance� they
 are the paradigm on
which functional programming ���� and narrowing �see e�g�
����	 rely� are extensively used in computer aided proof sys�
tems �cf� ���� ��	� are the basic systems with which alge�
braic speci�cations are written �see e�g� ��� ��	� have been
used as unifying paradigm to express other operational se�
mantics ���� are directly employed as program language in a
variety of important systems like ASF� OBJ� ACT TWO
and many others �cf� ���	� On the other hand� their study is
extremely di�cult� and there are practically no systems able
to analyze CTRSs� even w�r�t� basic requirements like ter�
mination� However� there is a subclass of CTRSs for which
the situation is quite the opposite
 that of Term Rewriting
Systems �TRSs	� TRSs are essentially CTRSs without con�
ditions� being a much simpler paradigm� there are plenty of
tools devoted to their analysis �for instance RRL� REVE�
ReDuX etc�	� and lot of powerful criteria to test their be�
haviour w�r�t� all the most important requirements� Thus�
an extremely appealing task is to lighten CTRSs into TRSs

this would allow to e�ectively use for CTRSs all the power�
ful tools and criteria available for CTRSs� in a completely
automatic way� The system we have developed is able to
lighten CTRSs into TRSs� Two important features of the
system are its �exibility and auto�tuning�

Flexibility� In order to perform light analysis� in princi�
ple one needs only a single lightening� However� if one aims



at general purpose analysis� this may be in some cases too
restrictive
 the problem is in the tradeo� between precision
and e�ectiveness� On the one hand� the lightening could
be too precise� in the sense that the obtained light system
resembles too much the original one �so� a subsequent veri�
�cation of a requirement can be rather expensive	� even if a
lighter version of the system could have been used� On the
other hand� the opposite situation could happen� that is a
too weak lightening could lose too much information of the
original system� producing a system which is too lossy� It is
therefore important� in practical applications of light analy�
sis� to allow a certain degree of �exibility� providing the user
with lightenings of variable power� In our system we have
developed a whole family of lightenings� ranging smoothly
from very �lossy� ones to extremely �precise� ones� A typical
instruction in a CTRS is of the form l � r if conditions�
which means that l is rewritten to r provided the condition
is satis�ed �the conditional part is not merely a collection
of tests� since subtle parameter passing is possible� see e�g�
����	� TRSs instead� as said� are CTRSs without the condi�
tional part� that is to say composed by much simpler rules of
the form t� t� �t rewrites to t�	� The system can lighten a
conditional rule of a CTRS into a TRS� in a variety of ways�
The conditional part has to be translated into the TRS�
Thus� l must be actually rewritten into an object storing all
the information on the condition and the parameters con�
tained in l� and rewrite rules de�ning this object have to be
introduced �cf� e�g� ���	� During this process� we can loose
the evaluation of the conditional part in several ways
 drop�
ping sharing information� making some conditions less re�
strictive� dropping rules that prohibit interferences between
the new objects introduced and the original objects �subtle
interactions may lead to simpli�cations in the TRS that were
not present in the original CTRS	� Another important kind
of approximation is directly on the data management
 data
can be approximated in such a way that very similar data
can be considered to be equal� this may also be imposed to
hold only for some time during the execution� and eventually
the data come back to be di�erent� The �degree of similarity�
between data can be smoothly speci�ed via parameterized
metrics �here� metric is used in the mathematical sense� that
is to say the data endowed with the metric form a metric
space� see e�g� ���	� The important thing to note is that all
these are not only approximations but also simpli�cations�
in the sense that not only the approximation w�r�t� the orig�
inal CTRS becomes more and more lossy� but the structure
of the TRS is increasingly made simpler�

Auto�tuning� In the current system� the user can directly
choose the preferred degree of lightening� from the less pow�
erful to the more powerful ones� This way the user can cope
with the precision�e�ectiveness tradeo� seen above� The
idea is that the user performs light analysis with a certain
lightening� and if the analysis is not successful� a di�erent
lightening is tried� It would be nice� however� if this process
could be automatized� The current version of the system
uses a powerful auto�tuning feature� which allows to per�
form the above light analysis in a completely automatic way�
When the auto�tuned analysis begins� the system tries to se�
lect a lightening which is in some sense appropriate for the
given system� instead of simply starting from a �xed light�
ening �e�g� the less powerful one�	� The system performs
a static analysis of the current CTRS� and via a series of
heuristics it tries to automatically select a suitable lighten�
ing� Essentially� the heuristics try to adhere to the following

�However� as an optional feature the user can select a �xed start
lightening� disabling this initial auto�tuning step�

guidelines
 �	 the lightening should produce a TRS which
is simple �w�r�t� some representative metrics like program
volume and other structural complexity ones	� and �	 if a
certain structure is already simple� the lightening should
translate it in a faithful way �viz� not losing too much in�
formation	� If the produced lightening is not successful for
the light analysis of the requirement� the system starts an
alternative search for a more suitable lightening� giving a
more lossy lightening in case the veri�cation of the require�
ments failed because the produced TRS was too complex� or
a more precise lightening in case the produced TRS did not
satisfy the requirement� The way this new re�ned lightening
is produced is to select roughly the �middle power� lighten�
ing between the less precise lightening �in case a more lossy
lightening is required� otherwise the more powerful light�
ening is considered	 and the last produced lightening� This
way the search towards a suitable lightening proceeds rather
fast �the worst number of iterations is approximately the
base�� logarithm of the total number of lightenings	�

Available Requirements� Light analysis is dependent on
the requirementR one wants to analyze� Currently� the sys�
tem supports all the major requirements for CTRSs� namely
termination� con�uence� uniqueness of normal forms� nor�
malization� and so on �for an exposition of all these require�
ments� see for instance ����	� It should be noted that� in
many cases� a single lightening is able to cope with various
requirements� For instance� termination and con�uence can
be studied using the same lightening� Indeed� it turned out
that two main �families of	 lightenings su�ce to deal with
all the aforementioned requirements� All these lightenings
preserve the modular structure of a system �recall Point 
seen in the Guidelines Section	� Thus� each modular analysis
for TRSs can be lifted via light analysis to a modular analy�
sis for CTRSs� providing an extremely powerful and e�ective
methodology for veri�cation in the large �this is particularly
useful from a practical point of view� since complex systems
are likely to present an extensively modular architecture	�

� EXAMPLES

We have tested the system for the automatic veri�cation of
termination of several systems� written in a variety of lan�
guages that can be ultimately reduced to CTRSs� from func�
tional languages like ML and Concurrent CLEAN� to speci��
cation languages like ASF� In all the cases� we employed the
system with the auto�tuning feature� so requiring no man�
ual intervention by the user for the choice of the lightening�
In order to perform the veri�cation of termination for TRSs
we have employed ReDuX �a freely distributed system of av�
erage power and reasonably e�ective� cf� ��	 and the more
powerful Semantic Labelling of ����� We tested the system
with programs ranging from some randomly chosen toy ex�
amples to e�ectively employed complex systems� obtaining a
good percentage of successes �over ���	� In particular
 We
analyzed a compiler for the Linear Abstract Machine �LAM�
cf� ����	� written in Concurrent CLEAN� By light analysis
�via ReDuX	� we were able to prove termination of the com�
piler� We analyzed a system performing the constraint gen�
eration for the constrained evolutionary training of Arti�cial
Neural Networks �cf� ����	� written in ASF� Using light anal�
ysis �via Semantic Labelling	� we were able to formally prove
its termination� We analyzed a planning problem for civil
engineering� written in ML� again� using light analysis �via
ReDuX	 we were able to successfully prove its termination�



� JAVA

More recently� we have applied the light analysis methodol�
ogy also to the big problem of veri�cation of liveness prop�
erties for Java programs� Here� the situation was di�erent
from the case of CTRSs� since there is no known automatic
tool to study liveness properties of Java programs� So� we
selected a subclass of Java� called regular Java� built a sys�
tem for its liveness analysis� and then developed a lightening
from Java to regular Java� It can presently cope with several
crucial liveness requirements� like deadlock freedom� absence
of starvation� responsiveness� The system performs various
kinds of lightenings� For instance�

� it discards all the statements which are unrelevant for
the veri�cation of the requirement

� it recognizes all the Java built�in class libraries and
eliminates those calls that do not give problems �to be
more precise� those whose safety w�r�t� the requirement
can be locally inferred via an analysis of the current
module	�

� it lightens �if�then�else� constructs trying to disambiguate
when possible �at the loosest level� it simply discards
conditionals	�

� it performs lightenings of the �for� and �while� con�
structs
 the exit test conditions are analyzed� and the
transformation function given by a single iteration of
the for �or while	 loop is calculated� Then� the tokens
generating this transformation are lightened so that
the �nal transformation is in a su�ciently tractable
form� Essentially� it has to be proven that the trans�
formation function will eventually make the exit test
satis�ed� which is reduced to proving that a certain
function on the natural numbers decreases� �su�ciently
tractable� means that proving decreasingness is com�
putable �there are intrinsic limits in the feasibility of
this analysis due to deep algebraic reasons like Abel
theorem� cf� ���� and so the lightening tries to approxi�
mate from the original function a suitable upper bound
which is decreasing and computationally analyzable	�

The system satis�es all the guidelines seen in the second
section of the paper� As far as the power estimation ratio is
concerned ��th guideline	� testing the system with existing
Java code freely available on the web� with code appearing
on books and code developed in a software house has re�
vealed a p�e�r� of over ��� �for instance� it can cope with all
the programs in ����	� In addition� the system has full Java
treatment� including all the built�in packages� multithread�
ing� window toolkit� Another very interesting point is that
the bene�ts of such approach have also had a big impact on
software robustness� as we will see in the next section�

� IMPACT ANALYSIS

Light analysis� for its approximation character� usually tests
for requirements that are stronger than the original one�
This gives nice connections with impact analysis �see e�g�
���� ���	� since the software veri�ed with light analysis is
stabler with respect to the given requirement R
 the losser
the lightening� the stabler the software� One can also practi�
cally de�ne using light analysis an impact metric measuring
the robustness of a software w�r�t� the given requirement R�
according to how lossy is the used lightening L
 if the light
analysis system is ��exible� like the one we have reported on

in this paper� then one can attribute numerical attributes of
�lossiness� to every lightening of the system� and computing
the impact measure of a program in a way similar to the
auto�tuning feature� looking for the lossiest lightening that
makes light analysis successful	� We de�ned impact metrics
from the light analysis systems of this paper� and calculated
the �robustness� of the programs studied in the Examples
Section w�r�t� the termination requirement� and of several
Java programs w�r�t� various liveness requirements� Inter�
estingly� the impact metrics so de�ned resembled a lot the
expected behaviour
 the general trend was that the more
complex the system� the less stable it is� however� the dif�
ference between impact analysis and a simple complexity
measure showed up in some cases� where some very simple
programs turned out to have a very low robustness� while
for instance a complex system like the constraint generator
for the constrained evolutionary training of Arti�cial Neu�
ral Networks cited above turned out to have a rather high
robustness �maybe thanks to its highly modular structure	�
In the Java case� it has been noticed by experience that pro�
grams little �robust� according to the de�ned metric were
less easy to analyze and debug than more robust programs�
Moreover� in the great majority of the cases the lack of ro�
bustness was not due to a particular optimized code� but
just to arbitrary programming choices� This led to the de�
cision to directly enforce robustness of Java programs as a
requirement
 as an experiment� in the current Java software
life cycle of a partner software house programmers are re�
quired to produce code that is robust according to the light
analysis method� Experience has shown that imposing this
requirement has led to an overall bene�t in the production
of correct code� This can be seen as the joint e�ect of several
causes


� �rst� requiring the code to be robust enforces the pro�
grammer to use simpler constructs in place of equiva�
lent but less readable ones� which seems to help a lot
also for the software construction process �in the long
term this enhanced readability may be useful also for
common team work� and for partly avoiding the legacy
software problem	�

� second� usage of the light analysis tool enabled to �nd
right away many errors �mostly due to typos� like for
instance mistyping the name of a control variable	�

� third� once ensured certain liveness properties like dead�
lock freedom� absence of starvation and responsive�
ness� the whole debug of the program goes much faster

this� by reported experience� is especially true in the
Java case� where the extremely slow execution speed
often leads to the loss of big amounts of time in the
cases where deadlock occurred� since programmers are
led to assume the program is still correctly running�
albeit very slowly ��	�

� SCOPE

We have seen that complete light analysis has already been
used with success �recall the discussion in the Guidelines
Section	� However� it remains to clarify in what situations
one should preferably try to use the general �possibly non�
complete	 light analysis approach� A �rst situation occurs
when there are no veri�cation tools for the whole class of
considered complex systems� but there are some available
for a subclass� An example of this situation is the CTRSs
analysis presented in the paper� Another situation is when



the analysis is too complex for the actual level of knowl�
edge� Then� searching to solve the veri�cation problem for
a restricted simpler subclass is a natural step even if one
aims at a direct veri�cation method for the whole class of
systems� So� once such subclass has been found� light analy�
sis becomes an obvious candidate if the e�ort to extend the
analysis to the whole class seems very hard� or extremely
time�consuming� An example of this case is the Java anal�
ysis previously mentioned� Light analysis is also suitable in
cases where the veri�cation tool is required to evolve with
time� due to language evolution� To this respect� light analy�
sis allows to limit the big problem of software aging �cf� ����	�
The commonly used program patches only store the di�er�
ences between the new and the old releases� Analogously�
light analysis can support �veri�cation patches�
 when a
new version of the language �from C to C�	 is released� we
only have to provide a new lightening from C� to C� with�
out rebuilding from the scratch a whole veri�cation tool for
each speci�c version of the language� This can be useful also
to face the well�known problem of language dialects� where
each vendor implements the language with its own particular
extensions�di�erences
 one only has to provide lightenings
from each particular dialect to the common core of the lan�
guage� For instance� this seems to be even more pro�table in
the case of Java� which is likely to undergo many evolutions
and modi�cations�� due to the extremely rapidly changing
World Wide Web market
 for instance� just to mention the
major topics� Java should be soon extended in order to im�
plement OpenDoc and be interfaced with the Virtual Re�
ality Modeling Language� also� vendors like Netscape and
Microsoft are studying how to make Java easily integrated
with Javascript and ActiveX� In addition� light analysis can
provide as a cost�free bonus a measure of the robustness of
the software� as we have seen in the Impact Analysis Section�
A �nal question to consider is
 in case a direct veri�cation
method is available or easily possible� when is light analysis
likely to be more e�ective than a direct veri�cation method 
The motivation for the success of light analysis is that if one
has to verify a complex system w�r�t� a requirement� there
is often no need to consider the precise structure of the sys�
tem� since many details can be passed over� This is likely to
happen if the requirement is not extremely precise� so that
it doesn�t exactly describe the behaviour of the system� For
instance� if the requirement to verify is a very precise one like
the functional requirement� it is unlikely that light analysis
can be very superior to a direct analysis of the system �al�
though� as seen� light analysis can be preferable for software
reuse� software aging� impact analysis	� on the other hand�
if a requirement is less precise� like for instance termination�
then it is correspondingly more likely that an approxima�
tion of the system would su�ce� since many of the details
are unnecessary� Thus� a reasonable answer is that the losser
the requirement� the greater the chance that light analysis
is more e�ective than another direct veri�cation approach�
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